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Density is how much “stuff” is packed into space. Or

how full of atoms an object has.

Remember: An atom is the basic unit of life 

It compares the amount of mass an object has to the

amount of volume that it has.  

What kinds of things float in water?

Why does an ice cube float in water, but a rock of the

same size sink? 

What is Density?



Tall clear glass or beaker

1 hard-boiled egg  

cup of iodized salt (table salt)

Tap or distilled water 

Introduction to Density 

What do you think is going to happen if we put

the egg in the water? Vs. If we put it in salt water 



In this activity we will test out different densities and try to predict

what will happen to an object just by looking at it

Density testing kit (rock, paper clip, little

sponges, paper ball, raisin) 

1L container

Food colouring

Plastic cups

Papers

Ice Cubes

Activity 1

Materials



What’s special about the
sponge and the paper? 

They are both lighter than water, so they should

float, but,l they absorb the water which makes

them heavier and causes them to sink.



Activity 2
In this activity we will fill up threeplastic cups with different

substances and predict what will happen if we combine them. 

Water

CornSyrup

Vegetable Oil

Materials



What are some examples of materials
that have different densities? (Or don’t
mix)
Have you ever tried cleaning oil off your
hand without using soap? Does it work?
What about helium?
Resistance is also related to density, are
you able to walk through something
solid? 
Is it easier to walk through air or water? 

Density



Fun Fact

A rotten egg will float in water, whereas a fresh one will sink! 



The end!!!


